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Chicago to mumbai direct flight

Embrace your spirit of adventure by booking flights from Chicago to Mumbai to explore India's largest city and home to Bollywood.If you're accustomed to Chicago's glassy skysm, you'll find similar water attraction elegance in Mumbai, a city that is claiming to be some of the world's most expensive homes. The central streets have a unique
hustle and bustle, and Mumbai's top cultural attractions include the breathtaking Gateway of India.The total journey time may vary depending on how long your connection to Abu Dhabi is. A flight from Chicago to Mumbai via Abu Dhabi crosses 8,532 miles (8,731 km). Wave goodbye to Chicago as you speed over Canada and beyond the
Atlantic. You fly over Scandinavia before heading south to the Black Sea and landing in beautiful Abu Dhabi. From here you will take a connecting flight to Mumbai, completing your trip from Chicago O'Hare International Airport (ORD) to Mumbai Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport (BOM).*Planes, cabins and services may vary
depending on the itinerary and flight. You can check it out when you search for your flight. This page was last updated in September 2019. Average temperatures are usually stable in Mumbai with high levels of 30°C in May and low at 24°C in January. The wettest month is usually July, but from November to April is usually drier. There are
many high-end restaurants in the fort, Churchgate, Lower Parel and Mahalaxmi areas. Local dishes can be found on menus throughout the city, including bhel puri – puffed rice snacks – and pao bhaji, a spicy vegetable stew served with bread toast. Crawford Market offers an authentic Mumbai shopping experience for visitors from
Chicago. This on the market is wonderfully busy, with sections on everything from fruits and vegetables to herbs, spices and nuts. The exterior features a series of decorative friezes designed by the father of writer Rudyard Kipling.The museum of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya is home to an impressive range of paintings
and sculptures. Complemented by a grand white dome and boasting intricate interiors, it's a must-visit for anyone who has ever marvelled at the works on display at the Art Institute of Chicago and wants to explore the contrasts. SE-Flights-Destination-CityPair Pros: Taking a social distance space to nap Cons: I sat in the middle seat in the
middle of the plane and the staff kept skipping me during a meal and drink service as they took on the other side caring for me. So that was annoying. I had to keep flagging them down. Pros: The check-in crew in Chicago was very nice and efficient. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Cons: Friendlier in-flight
staff. Breakfast was very good. The connection port for my headphones didn't work... I would n't have been able to if I hadn't brought my one connection to the head phones. Pros: The crew was really nice and very attentive. Pros: The plane was comfortable and the electronic amenities were decent and needs improvement Cons: Free
WiFi and Dancing boys Pros: Flight crew/staff were professional and very helpful and accor usable passengers from check-in to deboarding. Cons: The seats were a little close, especially for a long flight, with food. Pros: The crew was great. Cons: The food wasn't that great. Pros: The crew was amazing. The room was quite small and the
most popular. Cons: Not allowing a laptop bag unlike Etihad, Emirates and other airlines was a bummer. Pros: Very polite, friendly, professional flight crew and gate crew. Cons: Nothing to mention... Very Pleased Cons: Slow boarding while passengers are standing in line for late take-off Pros: This was my first experience with Qatar... it
was excellent. The crew members are very polite and helpful. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Your details will be limited and whether all accommodations that are still in your Staff were very friendly and helpful. Can't thi Pros: The seat was a big Cons: The flight attendant would be nicer pros: The crew was
very friendly and helpful throughout the flight Cons: The boarding process in Chicago was not great. Zones Weren't Used Pros: Delighteful Experience Cons: Better Guidelines for Transit Stop Pros: All Good Pros: Food and Entertainment Were Fine. Cons: The crew was not very organized or helpful. Additional training/experience is
required. Pros: Lots of space to move Pros: all nice Cons: nothing but escape from bread Pros: The food was excellent and the crew updated us through the cons of the flight: This charge for overweight was excessive Cons: My seats from Doha to Mumbai were very uncomfortable.... 37EFG. 37D had pain amplification, and in. Cons: Ord
to Doh: People kept window blinds open all through a 15 hour flight Flight temperatures kept in very warm Pros: Good food and good hospitality Cons: The lord next to me had wide shoulders, so I spent most of the flight with my body a bit twisted, and eating without the possibility of moving my right hand was usually unwanted. The room
was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. We had a long wait (30 - 45 minutes after leaving the gate) before taking off. We found properties like B&ll And of the Staff, About 107.50 Gave advice and instructions when asked. Asked about the time the food is served and said that anytime you want something, come to the galley.
Cons: Choir crying babies... Pros: Great service and crew Cons: I'm a 6′3 shaped man. I chose partition seats for an extra leg room. Great crew, but my shoulders stuck past the seat 3, on both sides. Qatar should reconsider its requirement for most rooms in the cabin – this 12 hour flight was one of the roughest I had in a long time
comfort wise. Pros: Good food. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Cons: Boarding at JFK very disorganized. Bad system. There are a lot of fakers checking on wheel chair users. Pros: Small airport Cons: Transfer is uncomfortable. Pros: Every thing is great. Cons: Food Seat great service Cons: My flight delayed almksr 3 hours ...
nothing more. It's very frustrating because the problem might have been avoided if they were more thorough, but oh well. I'm making this review very short compared to my others because I know that if I start on greyhound, I won't stop. Believe me, I'm sure that in a phone call complaint I'll be making in a few hours... Pros: On-demand
entertainment systems seem standard as I've flown to Qatar several times and always had it. The staff were very friendly and helpful. What guests0 are still on is 100 m Pros: My flight from Chicago to Doha was late to come and there was a gate agent waiting for us and two other passengers with a sign when we got off the plane. He told
us that our flight had already left, but he could get us on the next one. We ended up getting a seat on the next flight, but were then also given the opportunity to get a temporary visa and explore Doha for the night. We chose comped night, which included a very nice hotel and $100 meal coupons. We made it to the hotel not very loved
48.80 Do you like this accommodation, but still a little more so you can We ended up walking around Souq Waquif and the city centre until 1pm (we have two young women!) without questions and just using Uber to get in and out of the hotel. Everything was so well laid out for us! The staff were very friendly and helpful. It would be a better
process to check that Pros: Enjoyed food and service from the crew. The staff were very friendly and helpful. They did not offer much help and assistance to first time customer Qatar Airways. My bags also weren't loaded on the plane and had to arrive on a later flight for the Pros: Seats are happy with a lot of leg room. The planes were
clean and tidy. Landings and take-offs were the smoothest I've ever seen. Cons: Menu selection was very basic and quantity was also poor. In terms of taste and presentation, the quality of the food was below par. The flight crew was inefficient and flowing. Meal trays set on meal tables hours after passengers have finished the food.
Stewards literally answered more than 30 min calls. I pressed special meals online before boarding. But the flight attendants were n't The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Cons: Luggage missing. Pros: That was excellent. Cons: It was excellent. Cons: No consistency with hand luggage. My comrades and I were
firm. Others were getting in with three and four bags. Pros: The entertainment options were fantastic! The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Cons: I was very happy with my flight. What guests0 have been taken into the spot. Pros: everything was as expected from a world class travel world. Cons: Economy class,
seats are not as wrapped in between as I think, and the leg room is not suitable overseas for 12+ hours of travel comfort. Cons: Legroom is ok, but the space between the two seats is very tight and felt very cramped throughout. Pros: Good Cons: Nothing Pros: Inflight Services, Food Cons: Wheelchair Services in India, a person left in
between and had to walk with pain in my feet for a distance. Cons: Boarding house staff give us the wrong advice to make extra money from the passenger. They also pressure us to decide quickly. our check-in baggage was more than 1 KG or less than 1 KG because of a broken scale at home. Instead of giving us a choice or advice that
you are allowed two more handbags. They pressured us to take one luggage over the weight of all 7 bags and chased us to do it quickly because they are closing the counter for 20 minutes. That's how they charged me another $65. Also, they lied on the counter that your seats are in a row, but when I went on the plane our seats were
separate. The lessons learned do not trust the person over the Qatari airway counter. Pros: All Cons: Boarding was unusually long. We stood in line for twenty minutes to board the plane. It was hard for many. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Pros: A380 FLIGHT! Woo Hoo! Pros: They cared for their customers
pros: Food was better than other airlines. Pros: The crew was friendly and professional. The staff were very friendly and helpful. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Do you want the following information, perhaps: only and as quickly as possible. Cons: They didn't come to pick up trash very often. Pros: Service, food, amenities for
direct flights to Istanbul Cons: Entertainment system on my site did not work (they offered to change their seat, but I refused). Do you like this property but are still available Do you like this property but are still valid because you can pros: I had nothing to liked about my flight. Cons: It was very hot on a 10 hour flight. The crew was not
friendly, almost rude. What guests0 have been so and just were Pros: I sat in the coach but was treated like I was in first class. The staff were very friendly and helpful. The food was above what I expected to coach meals, which from my experience flying to different carriers in over 8 different countries. Customer service was Commission
201 201 The staff were very friendly and helpful. When I came out of the bathroom, I accidentally stopped one male flight attendant from doing his job, he politely gestured, which convinced me that he would be okay with me when he was done with what he was doing. I asked if they have heartburn or antiacids available, which they don't
have. These 2 interactions with flight attendants made the flight very pleasant. Cons: I was on the couch and in the middle seat. I usually get a walk or window so it was hard for an adjustment to sleep in the middle of the seat because I didn't have a leg room and couldn't lean my body against anything so I had to move often to avoid my
buttocks from feeling numb. Pros: Entertainment and service crew Cons: Vegetarian food wasn't that good.. it can be improved. Cons: Mi sa furat din bagajj !!!!!!!! Pros: Food and film choices. Cons: More options for TV seroes Pros: Constant service, food, entertainment. Cons: The seat area is too small. There is no room for
walking/walking. We loved pros: The service was perfect! Cons: Nothing Pros: The crew service was amazing. 2 meals on a long trip, 1 meal on a short flight. Very satisfied Pros: The food was great. The crew was awesome. Fast boarding. Cons: It was very hot on the plane for most of the flight. Pros: Food and service were great. Cons:
The seats were a bit tight pros: Good food Pros: the crew was very very nice! Cons: Not enough leg room pros: Flight attendants are professional and efficient, and the plane is clean and is a great entertainment center for all passengers. Cons: The rows are too close, with my knees pressed to the seat in front of me. This is a misery on a
10 hour flight from Chicago to Istanbul. We had a much better experience when we flew to Turkish Airlines a few years ago. Sad! Pros: The food was amazing Cons: The crew was slow to pick up the tray. Pros: The manager went out of his way to pick up my special nutritional request for Pros: Love this airline. Great service. Great people.
Food and service good Pros: Excellent STAR lounge in Istanbul Good service once resolved. We loved it: Cons: On line check-in system does not remember the frequent flier info. Passport check at the gate was poorly managed. Everyone was in the waiting area, then told to get out and stand in line for a pass check. It happened every
time, so it seems to be their usual process. On the flight back, they took us to the plane and waited for all three buses to arrive at the plane before allowing everyone to board. Stewards helped with moving carry bags in tanks, but with little attention to the items. Completely disorganized boarding process to the point, it is worth paying a
little more to fly with another airline. Pros: Food and Service Pros: The overall experience was good but gestures made by can significantly improve the same. Cons: Crews slowly react or don't respond even to a glass of water. Pros: the food was great Cons: Istanbul Airport couldn't tell me the gates of my connecting flight in time. Pros:
I'm always happy with the Turkish Airlines service and I love that they still give little extras. It makes me feel more comfortable and ear plugs are always welcome! Pros: There was plenty to choose entertaining wise. Cons: We had a child behind us who won't stop screaming and playing with the tray table. One of the crew members gave
me a hard time holding my purse out for 1 minute while I was taking my prenatal vitamins, even though we were sitting on the runway for over an hour at this point, and the man in front of me had his chair fully departed so I couldn't get to it under my seat. Even if, as she said, we were going to take off, but she didn't say anything to the
man in front of me. This was my second time flying with them, and the first experience was much better. Cons: They messed up our special food order and served us meat! Pros: The crew was excellent making everyone comfortable on a long flight. Cons: Nothing came in time, even if it went late pros: It was good for every thing, thank
you. Cons: Nathing wrong. Pros: I like everything about the airline. Cons: The airport was attacked by a terrorist and an hour after I drove to Skopje. I know that the airline has nothing to do with it, but it should put pressure on the airport to have more security for passengers, or find an airport in another country that is safer than Macedonia
or Bulgary. Like a temporary thing until things become safer in Turkey. In other words, just stop in Turkey for people flying to this country. Connecting flights must be stopped elsewhere. Pros: The food was good, the plane was younger than expected (almost brand new, out of appearance) and the film selection was excellent – and it was
all free. Cons: More legroom would be nice. Due to the boarding point, it was a bit delayed for no apparent reason. Pros: Each thing was perfect and the service too Cons: The only problem is I didn't have one of my luggage at the time after 3 days I was upset and made the Pros: *Two suitcases* Vegetarian-Indian food was amazing! *
You get a little pack of socks, slippers, toothbrush, eye covering. We loved: Cons: Not enough leg rooms. Pushing the chair back, the pillow moves forward. Not the best 6 feet and up to people's pros: Everything was perfect pros: It's awesome Cons: All personel it was good. Pros: Service, food, and in-flight entertainment were great. The
leg room on the bus was on par with other major carriers that I have flown transatlantic. Do you like this property, but there is still a hotel of service and I saved 500 dollars for the price of other flights. would definitely take Turkish Airlines again, again, maybe even arrange a longer descent so you can see Istanbul. Pros: First of all, the food
is fantastic is you don't have a meat and potato (or a great mac) kind of person. My initial flight left late because of the hold up to safety in Chicago. Turkish Air was very responsive and easy to work with when I missed my connector in Istanbul. Friendly team. Clean jet. Who liked it most: Cons: Nothing Cons: The seat was long journey
Pros: I have traveled a lot during my life. The crew on this flight was the best I've ever seen. Pros: Food, crew, drinks, entertainment and cleanliness levels were excellent. Do you have this property, but en-1010 Cons: Boeing 777 had new, smaller seats. Among other things, the overhead airflow is not controlled. I wish they still had old
Airbus A330's and 340's. Pros: Not many Pros: Everything! Voted for the best airlines in Europe for some reason! Cons: Nothing! Everything was great for the Pros: Nothing whatsoever. Cons: Worst customer expireince ever. I was making a short trip to visit my very sick mother. Turkish Airline changed my connection time without
notifying me so that I had 5 mins left on my cooection in the convened semaño. They gave me no other option and blamed this on Kayak and Kayak blamed it on airline leaving me without options. I had to stay in Birlin at my own expense. The complaint lodged with the Turkish airline does not give rise to anything. I made several calls to
update and just repose I had we will send an email to the complaints department and you here 24 hours. It takes more than 5 days without contect, update or resolution. Once back in the US, I made a plane to lodge a formal complaint with the FAA and more. DO NOT use this airline. They are the worst airline I've ever used and will never
use it again. Pros: Like the above Cons: Like the pros of the above Very bad experience: I enjoyed everything, from check-in to the end of my trip! Cons: Nothing to like! Pros: I was very pleased with the overall service and comfort of my flight. The boarding ground was smooth and the crew was friendly and helpful. The cabin service
included Turkish delight, hot towel, convenience bag, hot dinner, hot breakfast, and snacks available in the thought flight galley. Entertainment was on demand and included a wide selection. The seats were satisfied with a reasonable distance between the rows of the coach (better than on many U.S. carriers). They have spacious toilets,
and they are divided into a whole bus cabin, which made the lines of the toilet almost non-existent. Toilet amenities include hand lotion and a refreshing spray - very nice. Cons: Coach seats provide minimal leg space, and even less if the seats are backrest. Pros: The food on the plane was good and the entertainment options were also
nice. Many options movies The room was quite small and the bathroom was just a 10-day walk from the beach. Cons: The The The was negligible. There is not enough room for legs to stretch. The plane also had Florescent lighting, which changed colors every 20 seconds for the first 2 hours of the flight, my wife got nausious. At 11:30
they served dinner, which food was good, but it was supposed to be red-eye, so we waited for some rest. The lights finally went out at 1200 at midnight. They turned them back at 6:00 for breakfast. I will never under any circumstances fly Turkish Airlines again. Pros: The crew on the plane was excellent and the service excellent Cons:
Ground staff in Istanbul were rude and did not allow us to board before general boarding even through us were business class passengers. She told us to wait until all the passengers in the economy boarded before allowing us to board the plane. When business class passengers asked to know the reason she just said how she was going
to do it. She shouted at business class passengers for no good reason. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Pros: The same crew and great experiments again Cons: Nothing Pros: Crews did mediocre work keeping us informed of the delay in takeoff. Cons: There was a kind of mechanical or electrical issue that
delayed our flight by 30 minutes or so, which is unwanted for a flight that late at night. Pros: The plane needs more leg room. Pros: Short Lines Cons: Seating Arrangement Pros: Boarded time, friendly crew, flight was comfortable, entertainment was good – and most importantly, landed at the time! Pros: The crew was absolutely amazing!
Cons: Delta check-in was horrible! I had to pay for a bag check and had to take my bag to safety and they threw away my cologne and beards. Pros: The fact that there's a flight available to get me from a to b, Crew was friendly-great, cabin clean. Cons: Expensive, Delayed Flight, Unable to hear and understand boarding announcements,
No WiFi, and a magazine that caters to up to 5% of passengers. Then top it off the lost bag and more than 2.0 hours spent either holding or waiting for a call back to solve the problems with my last bag totally unacceptable Cons: Crew unfriendly. Cons: More leg space and seat width. I don't like other passengers being pressed against
me. Cons: Flight attendants were quick to pick up drinks. I had only served my drinks for five minutes and they were already coming around to pick up trash. Pros: The crew was very pleasant and seemed to enjoy working pros: Stewards were very friendly. Pros: We finally got to Atlanta. Cons: Delta flies a lot of composing aircraft, which
are quite narrow. We usually fly first class, and seats are basically the same as what the coach used to be. There's nothing first class about it. And, of course, the flight was hours late. Pros: they let me drink can be soda ... Cons: Switch the light on during maintenance. be more friendly. allow the purchase of seats anywhere without the
middle seat. Seriously? Pros: The flight was smooth and fast. Cons: Don't love that my first flight got off at the gate G. Do you have this property but still have a similar place to stay to other Cons: ... on top of that, I kindly asked to speak to the supervisor and I was denied it. As a client, I deserve it. I would have a ticket with Aerolineas and
nowhere it said it was delta. I followed the baggage allowance explained on the Kajaku website and Aerolineas in Argentina. I took a bike that is free and I pay $100 packed it as Aerolineas wanted. When I arrived it was a Delta flight and they said that they wouldn't allow bikes and that I had to play for $150. Aerolineas website and kayak
clearly says that bikes were free on my flight. I show the agent my ticket and that's not where it said delta to consider what he said because it's an alliance, but I wasn't aware of it. He said no and after waiting there, but before boarding I kindly ask to speak to the supervisor and denied it and disappeared. I request you to refund your fee for
providing incorrect information. Pros: Nothing Cons: That Delta wasn't more acizing when I missed my flight.. Got completely lost in Austin. The room was very good and the hotel is very small. $503 to get another flight home. Ended up getting a better deal in the southwest. Most likely stay with them the next time I'm forced to fly. Pros:
Cabin service for a very good and hot meal was an unusually good economics section (especially chicken with hollandaise sauce) Cons: At least one hour late Pros: Very good crew of Pros: I wish they were serving real food instead of snacks for a 4hours flight, and I wish the baggage check would be included because it's an international
flight. Cons: Appetizers Pros: I liked cookies and juice. Interactive screen to watch something. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Price. Exactly in time. Service. Thank you. Who liked it most: Pros: A perfectly fine first class trip Cons: Breakfast meal had awful pros: The crew both going and coming from San Jose, Costa Rica was
incredible. Cons: Long waiting on the platform waiting for other planes to leave. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Pros: Usually, Delta is cleaner, their terminals are much nicer, and the experience is better than the one with American and American. I wish they had more direct flights to my usual destinations – I'd
fly with them more! Cons: Someone landed a lot of crumbs on my tray table and they all got smooshed on the back seat between the tray table and the chair. It was pretty nasty. (The tray table was clean, there was no seat back. Please be nasty.) Pros: Nothing Cons: It wasn't acceptable on the fight DL391 STO DGO-NY was delayed by
the absence of crew members to the aircraft from NY to STO DGO previos on the day of flight Pros: the crew at the airport was very polite and helpful. Cons: No food; did not even offer water; I asked a Delta employee about our spot and she was very unprofessional (mind you I'm traveling with the kids and my boarding pass said that
seats should be allocated at the gate). Pros: Pleasant crew, the pilot was a little late, but was very polite and apologetic. Cons: None Pros: I can't make it to Mexico City on Tuesday, Wednesday's performance had to be canceled, and we have to pay a cancellation fee of 11,500 Mexican pesos, please repay the Cons for the credit card: I



can't make it to Mexico City on Tuesday, Wednesday's performance was canceled, and we have to pay a cancellation fee of 11,500 Mexican pesos from studio and musicians Pros: I love flight movies! Cons: This does not apply to a flight or airline; but the TSA line was ridiculously slow. Pros: Everything 1 class Cons: Nothing Pros: The
crew was nice. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Flight very comfortable Cons: Landing was a little rough Pros: Movie Choice Cons: I used a call button attendant and noone came to long time Pros: Not many Cons: Late bumby ride Pros: I liked the interior and light entertainment system. Cons: Complimentary fruit slices and cheese
gave me servere food poisoning (strong symptoms 36h+). The change of flight (the added fuel stop hour before take-off) was shown in the app as a cancelled flight and a disabled boarding pass. And several times at the gate orally advertised on board WiFi did not work at all. What guests are around. Cons: We waited 3 hours on the
tarmac of Seattle Christmas Pros: The plane was really nice, the food was good. Who liked it the most: Pros: Entertainment (your own device) and the crew were great cons: The plane has been re-furbished or simply retired. The seats were broken, no screens on the seat back for entertainment were disappointing Cons: Too crowded.
Pros: Light, where off to make it feel more of a friend, I loved that I had a seat by myself and the crew was nice. Pros: The food available was good. Cons: A very tight room- could not reach the floor when the person in front of me moved the seat back into position. Do you like this property but are still available on our site and after you can
get 28.7s Rugged for congested rooms. Cons: That we were not automatically transferred to the next available flight to Burbank. Pros: Night flight well done. The snack selection was awesome, and in-flight entertainment was a + Pros: We had a whole row of 3 for our family so we could put the armrests up &amp; the kids just set our line
(for me, ... each other) and slept most of the flight. The flight crew was very understanding and with my kids who were just with me on an intl flight dad duty. Cons: Since it was a flight from Seoul, Korea to Seattle; it's nicer if all the movies were Korean subtitles – my 4-yo boy, who only speaks Korean, couldn't make it through more than 15
mins of the movie because he couldn't understand (of course, some that are related to age and a short attention span). But he kept saying: I hate English in Korean when trying to choose a movie. Also, I am 6′2; so though it was nice having a whole row for my kids to fix in – I was cramped and uncomfortable throughout the flight, even
more so with Delta seats being closer together than to other international carriers I've flown. Pros: Left sensible at the time, arrived a bit early, able to find overhead storage for my roll-on, even boarding Zone 3 Cons: Very tightly packed; What guests0 is in a commuce- Pros: shorter flight Cons: Entertainment system does not work. Cons:
Lost luggage, 4 hours late, missed connection, had to re-register, etc. Pros: We landed 50 mins earlier! Cons: The aircraft could have been cleaned more thoroughly before boarding. Pros: Upgraded to first class so had more space for nicer seats. No lines at the TSA, were the first gates past security for such a short walk. Which loved the
most: Cons: No meal served in flight, only drinks and cookies/ popcorn. No entertainment at all. You must specify your device. The room was quite small and the bathroom was very good. Don't have access to the Delta lounge with domestic first class WTF? Pros: The staff was polite. The captain explained the reason for the delay. Cons:
More than 20 minutes delay to start boarding without explanation. The boarding process is very slow because the surplus take those to be checked. Pros: The crew is excellent, but the seats are not comfortable enough. There must be a way to balance money and comfort, not just placing people in seats they don't fit into the Cons:
Nothing, just a spot. Cleanliness was perfect pros: The crew was a professional and friendly Cons: The food was terribly fair, the entertainment system didn't work on flight 1. Cons: Boarding was crazy. Isn't everyone in the goal area. Cons: The time of arrival was not correct pros: KLM STAFF WERE VERY PROFESSIONAL CONS:
SOME CREW MEMBERS WERE ABIT RUDE. They need to work on their attitude pros: The crew was big, very responsive and hospitable! Cons: more lunch choices, especially choices for non-dairy products. Pros: Great plane and staff Cons: Delayed Pros: Good beverage service. Cons: More than an hour of delay in departure. Pros:
Drinks Cons: seat reservation. do not have to pay for luggage .... Pros: Nice attention and good food. Airplane and seats are confortable pros: The room at my feet with a chair in front was a bit akward. Cons: Not sitting side by side Children. Maybe they should have a separate section? ;-) Pros: The crew was big, but the seat wasn't as
comfortable and there wasn't much leg room. Pros: KLM had a lot of experience compared to Airitalia. We loved the guests the most: Pluses: Quick flight Cons: lost luggage Pros: We got to Amsterdam during Cons: 1. Paying for seats we chose ... that will never happen again . First I'll fly with another airline. 2. The food was terrible. I have
flown KLM for years, it wasn't what I expected. 3. The plane was very dirty Pros: The cracks between the seats are very narrow. Cons: when serving drinks, cabin crew only serve liquid only once and it was poor service. Pros: Last year I flew lufthansa, which was my worst experience flying ever. I think the new standard was so low that I
will never fly to Europe again. I had heard KLM was good, but I felt it was as good as one could expect actually much better. What guests0 are still in tami. Cons: I would dream of something up. Pros: The crew was really friendly. Cons: There was a force Majeur delay in Helsinki due to wing freezing, which caused a 20-minute delay to
Amsterdam and made an intermediate stress. Pros: Landing Cons: I've traveled a lot internationally and it was the worst flight I've ever had to endure. I felt like I was tortured and didn't sleep at all and it slept when getting into Amsterdam instead of being able to explore the city. I was from $200 on Airbnb (could've stayed at the airport
cheaper) and $200 for a dinner cruise I slept through. NEVER again Pros: Amsterdam Airport and Rome Airport were a breeze to move, even just knowing the Pros in English: Snooth and efficiënt with KLM service Cons: No entertainment Pros: Great on board service from a very professional crew. Cons: Can't think of anything. Pros: The
cabin crew were so kind, efficient and attentive. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Pros: Great Cons: Great Cons: Boarding was very confusing. There was a place where they checked people's bags or something at the gate, and you don't know if you need to stop at it or continue. They didn't collect the garbage before landing. Not
only did we have to take our bags off the plane, we had to take our garbage (drink cups/food served) to the front of the plane to throw out. Pros: Crew Cons: N/a Pros: Entertainment Cons: Food and one bathroom from the service makes for a terrific flight of Pros: Nice flight, nice crew, and nice experience. Pros: Boarding was fast, Flight
time.... just a regular service and airplane Cons: Terminal 3 Manchester is not worth staying longer, then need loud music, crowded.... Old Cons: Missing wheel chairs swrvice lounge far away no food option just lame klm klm Pros: Pleasant Flight Pros: Flight crew were nice. The plane departed/arrived on time. Cons: I paid €60 extra to sit
in the emergency door seat to get more leg room, but once.i was on the plane learned more leg room I accepted a smaller seat next to the bathroom and no entertainment. I couldn't store my belongings next to me. There is no power outlet to charge my devices for your entertainment for a 7 hour flight. Deals with constant traffic to the
bathroom. I sat in the middle seat between two hours of other men. It was a constant struggle in the hand room. After 7hours in the air I couldn't wait to get off the plane. If I didn't actually pay an extra €60 for a seat I couldn't feel bad, but I feel like I could have been better off without paying for the upgrade, Cons: Bag was lost pros: Staff
were professional and friendly Food was very good and abundant in-flight entertainment has a lot of choice Baths stayed clean All in stark contrast to BA with which I did the same flight 2 weeks ago, and all the above points were very bad Cons: Nothing Pluss: Cabin crew were pretty good. That's about everything that was good. Cons: I
paid almost $400 for an upgraded site. When I got to the airport, there's no room in both directions! i didn't even have regular seat tasks. I had to choose from the last site available. The ticket agent, gate agent and cabin crew all did nothing to build on the fact that their system screwed up and stuck me in a cramped coach seat in the back
of the plane for 11 hours – twice! In addition, KLM must be one of the oldest fleets in the sky. Both ways LAX-&gt;AMS-&gt;LAX, I was a 30-35 year old 747 with no wifi, no power and a ten year old entertainment system. What guests are no longer possible. Pros: The flight was delayed for three hours and was a very stressful flight Cons:
The flight was not on time and got to the destination very very late pier management of the aircraft Pros: The crew was polite and polite! Do you still have the opportunity after you can use these steps. Cons: Poor communication between delta, KLM and Air France meant that I couldn't check online and get a digital boarding pass. In
addition, I could not use check-in kiosks because my name was listed as Reidrr instead of Reid, which meant that my boarding pass did not match my passport. Overall, this caused unnecessary delays that were confused by the fact that I couldn't use my TSA precheck. My main problem on the plane was that I had to struggle to get the
water served to me. It's always so dry on planes and I would like to be able to get more than one tiny glass of water at a time. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Cons: Service from airline host Badly Maintained Plane Bad Food Old Entertainment Pros: Comfort well worth extra. Pros: The flight crew was pleasant
and attentive. The places had been Economy. We were allowed to check in extra luggage for free at check-in, which really helped because we would be catching a connecting flight in Amsterdam Pros: Crew service is flawless. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Individual screens are simply as outdated as you basically will damage
your eyes looking at them. There are no chargers for phones. Cons: One of the oldest stewardesses we are very rude. Whether it's her personal opinion or KLM's policy, it's unreasonable to think that a 3-year-old child could or should hold her pipi for more than 20 minutes while they're slowly and inefficiently trying to give food. Several
parents were there asking us to let us through to the toilet with young children, and she smiled in our face and said, No, we finish first and than you can go. She might not be fit for work anymore, but KLM can't afford this type of treatment. Pros: Price Cons: Klm flight is very congested seats Get information about etket was a pain pros: A
comfortable flight to Amsterdam on vacation in the UK. More meals than expected. Also, wasn't expecting some amenities to offer regular class seats such as eye masks, ear plugs, pillows and blankets. It was an overnight flight, so maybe that would have been expected, but I don't think we had them 4 years ago when traveling abroad.
Cons: Nothing. This is the filler text that matches the min characters. Cons: Horrible. First of all, we lost the suitcase. It could happen, but for two days they did nothing and just told us stories (so as not to use the word lie). Within a few hours (and thanks to the help of the airlines) we were able to find a suitcase. Even then it took two days
to do it for us, two valuable days off our planned vacation (7 days) At the end of a shortened vacation, we got to chek in, and said that since the tickets I had bought form them two months earlier were too cheap... and since the flight was booked, they will take me from the plane if all the passengers arrive. It is not necessary to describe
what I felt until the plane took off. They apologize constantly, but do nothing practical. bae company. neither me nor my friends/family will go with KLM Pros: Nice, turbulent-free flight. The staff were very friendly and helpful. The leg room was OK because Boeing 777s are usually better for it. Cons: Flight left more than an hour late
because of a sensor glitch. This applies to when a technical glitch occurs. But the flight was smooth. Pros: Excellent service Cons: Having to pay extra to choose a place before check-in. I didn't, and got a decent seat anyway. Cons: Seats jet air flight is very uncomfortable Pros: Seats ok. The crew is super. Drinks Offered By Cons:
Nothing, AF Rocks Pros: The crew was an astounding Pros: The whole experience was amazing, giving me a wider scope choose flights to Europe. The most amazing part was the attentive staff. Exemplaious!!!!! Cons: For me this part is not applicable Cons: No leg room at all, can not believe that these sites meet the legal standard. The
plane smelled, boarding was a nightmare because too many people had big bags. The statement was madd that the vags would be collected, but of course there was none. Cons: They told me to check my carryon rolly, which is allowed on every other plane in the world, which meant going all the way back to the mess of hundreds of
people to check. Since I was connecting the flight to New York City in London, check-in caused many problems... and everything inside soaking wet Cons: Entertainment worked sporadically Cons: boarding groups were not respected, and those in the lower boarding group often climbed into the after those later boarding groups. Cons:
Crew forced me to change my upgraded comfort seat to accommodate a 12-year-old who they knew was going to be airsick. So I spent the first half of the flight next to the vomiting girl. Only after I asked to file a complaint, they allowed me one of the two empty seats for the bonus. Who liked: Cons: Baggage check was stressful Cons:
Flight delayed 2xhours from Paris to Cincinnati Pros: The crew was friendly and always came around with water. Cons: Thevegetarian option was tuna, not vegetarian and had no vegetarian snacks. With dietary and religious food restrictions for hundreds you would think having a vegetarian option would be much more attainable.. They
also didn't start the announcement of our flight being late. Pros: Good food and service Pros: Really liked the new touch screens (with very good responsiveness). The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Pros: The crew was nice, although one guy was too nervous and looked like a curved Cons: The food was awful.
Asked for a vegan meal they got it half right, as a vegan not a vegetarian. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Pros: Over all pretty good at a price. Cons: Old plane. Pros: Nothing Cons: The plane (Boeing 777) is packed like sardines can, with 10 narrow uncomfortable seats across the economy class. The crew
didn't even bring water for 1.5 hours per flight! The plane was very hot, with very little air flowing through the cabin. Restaurant, 19 Guests love and all guest reviews The crew was just there, and borderline rude when asked something. Cons: A long delay to undergo a security check and then further delays as the plane was still fueled at
the time of departure. Pros: Great service and food. Cons: The tv screen has a resolution low. What guests0 is still in tams. Pros: The onboard crew was friendly. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Not feet compared to orher international carriers. A male flight attendant keeps bumping into my husband sitting in an aisle seat so he
can't get any sleep. We tried to improve the business, but Delta said we had to contact Air France in Detroit. When thrre, the gentleman on the ground crew was actually rude when I asked about it. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Not waiting for my return flight Cons: Leg Room. Pros: If the flight were on
vacation at the time we could get our luggage during the Pros: The entertainment screen had a small 4 screen. The selection of the film was outdated. The screen in my seat didn't work. Steward said she would call for it to be reset, but it never worked. Fortunately, there was an adjacent empty space to which I moved on my own initiative
and without a flight attendant offering a room for change. Cons: It is very difficult to bypass the CDG airport with disabled people. There is no round trip. By the time we got to check, we were ten minutes late. Do you have this property, but still in your area, and they paid over $700 to change tickets to the next flight. When I complained, I
was told to stop being rude or I could get no ticket at all. My mother is 94 years old, and we did everything I could to take account of these circumstances. Pros: I like the fly attendant who served us a meal cons: I don't believe that the space between each seat is a small Cons: I don't know why they keep making boarding by stairs and bus.
Pros: Crew was pleasant most of the time Cons: The boarding process is a complete mess Took 40 mins to.check in at the table, pre-ordered wheelchair Never showed ... total zoo beds advertised as sleep flat bu they are not 180 degree flat, legs hanging down - bad circulation Pros: Flight was delayed 2 hours because of system issue,
but the flight was comfortable and the plane was clean. Do you like this property, but there is still one of the slylga, is how sure of your stay. We were in group 6, and 2 of us were able to drop the bag for inspection. But others were told that it was necessary to wait 30 min. Pros: friendliness and courtesy of the staff. Cons: One piece of my
luggage was left in Paris. Pros: Plus seat was good. We loved: Cons: Another Air France company, with its motto: We don't want to. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Entertainment is your device, but you can't download an app to use it. Pros: Service Cons: Nothing Pros: The crew was Nice onboard But AirPort
No. Good at all.. Cons: People cdg airport Seen so rude or stressful, Well also flight almost 3 hours with outside entreteiment.. Boring.. Pros: It was time and the crew was a good Cons: Food wasn't up to the mark Pros: Good service all around, staff enjoyable Cons: Very hard to find where to register with but but but has more to do with
how things are run by airport pros: The crew is great, with their typical somewhat humorous and casual French attitude. We loved: Cons: Average and disappointing sitting room. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Pros: Good short flight Cons: Paying for a take due to the weight limit. The first time this ever
happened! Pros: Stuart was very nice to me. The staff were very friendly and helpful. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Pros: The crew was very nice and helpful. Cons: The food was very poor. The chicken was as dry as it can be. The taste of the food was bad. I streamed 3 weeks ago with KLM and the food was pretty good flight
food. The room was very good and the friendly and 6 thesa popular at the hotel offers free Parking. Cons: I was forced to rebook my 3rd leg after taking the train in the middle. Pros: The seats were comfortable, but the sliding action, rather than the recline, took getting used to. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Snacks are available
upon request, as well as drinks. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. The entertainment system was the first bet with many options for TV. movies, music, games, etc... Cons: Sitting in the middle of two seats in the center of the 777 left me stuck for most of the flight. Grown only once. His legs and ankles were
swollen until the end of the flight. There is not enough legroom to move in a lot during flight and there is not enough aisle space to get around to an airplane so full. The room was very friendly and in one of the 20. Pros: It was a short flight. Cons: Seat to seat space OK for anyone under 4 feet tall. Pressed into the seat frame in front, I
couldn't even rotate or get my feet under the seat to expand. Pros: fast flight 10 mins forward schedule Pros: Food and Service Cons: Too many business class seats and the plane is so big that it basically feels like flying a bus. You have two seats at the window so it's exactly the same as trying to get up over economy class with
passengers stuck next to you in the Pros: Boarding was quick and efficient. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Cons: Vegetarian food choices are too limited. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Pros: Normal Flight Cons: I prefer a little more comfort. Pros: I have been flying blue platinum for six years in a
row. I often wondered why I never got a complimentary upgrade... Well, I can no longer complain: I was very welcome to move around this curtain. Of course, in a short haul (2 hours +) A321 flights, all seats are created equal, business or main cabin ... But the focus was there, excellent service, and gourmet food too. The whole
experience was great. I 'm going on a flight France with less regret. Cons: Nothing Pros: Flight Time Pros: Food Cons: Touch Screens Pros: Loved Loved Entertainment. Movies and other options were great. We loved the little ones: I didn't like food. Also, I didn't eat meat, so I wasn't given no meat option I was just told to eat everything
except meat. I also wasn't a fan of snacks in between. There was a spread of some olives and then spinach pie, and they were cold and not appetizing. Next my luggage didn't make it to the ATL with me so stayed in Dublin and I ended up not getting it until 2 days later. The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Cons:
Flights are always delayed, boarding is a mess, cdg is awful. Avoid unless nothing else available
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